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LIFECYCLE CONSUMPTION-INVESTMENT POLICIES AND
PENSION PLANS: A DYNAMIC ANALYSIS∗
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This paper explores the optimal design of personal pensions based on the economic theory
of the life cycle. It assumes that individuals derive utility from consumption of goods and
leisure and that at some date they retire and stop earning income from labor. The existence
of this retirement phase of the life cycle has a profound impact on optimal consumption
and portfolio policy. We describe the properties of the optimal pension contract and derive
the dynamic trading strategy that hedges the contract. In view of the popularity of age-
based strategies—like target date funds—as default options in 401k and other defined
contribution retirement plans, some of our results are particularly noteworthy. All target
date funds start with a high proportion in equities at a young age and reduce it as a person
ages. We identify conditions where the fraction of wealth optimally invested in equities
increases or decreases over time as an individual ages. We also analyze the dynamics
of pension plans, wealth and optimal policies. Distributional properties of endogenous
variables are examined and the robustness of patterns to variations in parameters such as
risk aversion and mortality risk is examined.
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1 Introduction

How should individuals save and invest over
the course of life? How should they invest for
retirement? What is the optimal design of a
pension plan? These questions have been hotly
debated for decades. Their resolution is central
to the welfare of individuals in society. This
paper examines the behavior of optimal house-
hold decisions over the life cycle. It seeks to
shed further light on complex issues confronting
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households, financial service producers, and
policy makers.

For the purpose of simplicity, the paper considers
stylized models of the life cycle in a perfect finan-
cial market in which all risks other than mortality
risk can be hedged. Yet, these models are already
rich enough to deliver interesting insights about
the structure and behavior of optimal decisions.
Several useful and somewhat surprising proper-
ties are identified. It is shown, for instance, that
the fraction of total wealth optimally invested
in equities, can increase over time as an indi-
vidual ages. Likewise, the fraction of financial
wealth (the portfolio value) optimally invested in
equities can increase over time. But it can also
decrease, even if wages and stock returns are per-
fectly correlated. Explicit conditions for these
behaviors are provided when financial wealth
and the wage are kept fixed. Numerical exper-
iments show that some of these behaviors can
also occur when stochastic fluctuations in endoge-
nous financial wealth and wage are taken into
account. These results shed additional light on
standard wisdom and common expert advice rec-
ommending a reduction in the share of equities in
a portfolio as retirement approaches.1 Perspective
is also provided on the incentives to grow financial
wealth to secure for retirement. It is clear that the
prospect of future retirement induces individuals
to save and build up resources to sustain retire-
ment consumption. What is perhaps less evident is
the magnitude of this effect and the structure and
behavior of portfolio policies needed to achieve
the desired buildup. Even less obvious is the dis-
tribution of possible outcomes over the life cycle.
Finally, the paper also sheds light on pension plan
design. It derives and values the optimal pension
plan, then examines the behavior of the pension
plan value over the household’s life cycle.

The paper is part of a broad literature revolving
around life cycle finance. Broadly speaking, life

cycle finance studies the behavior of households
in regards to their consumption, labor/leisure and
investment decisions over the course of life. It
seeks to address a variety of questions revolv-
ing around these issues, such as the questions
raised above. Life cycle finance finds its origin
in seminal writings by Merton (1969, 1971) and
Samuelson (1969). Countless papers have been
written on the issues raised therein and their ram-
ifications. Critical extensions of the base models
were carried out in Bodie et al. (1992) with the
addition of flexible labor and a labor/leisure deci-
sion. The subsequent literature is vast and has
explored various aspects of the life cycle model
(see Bodie et al. (2009) for a review and an
extensive list of references). Recent contribu-
tions discussing aspects of models with flexible
labor income include Bodie et al. (2004), Cvi-
tanic et al. (2007), Gomes et al. (2008) and
Chai et al. (2010). The present paper refines
the analysis in certain dimensions. In particular,
it sheds light on dynamic properties of deci-
sion variables such as consumption and labor
and induced quantities such as financial wealth
and pension plans. Properties are derived based
on the analysis of specific sample paths or the
analysis of distributions and their evolutions.
Confidence bands provide further information
about the variety of possible scenarios that may
occur. The insights provided deepen our under-
standing of optimal structures and designs and can
help to shape the production of optimal financial
services.

Section 2 describes the ingredients of the model.
Sections 3 and 4 examine the properties of con-
sumption, labor/leisure, investments and wealth
over the life cycle. Section 5 analyzes the optimal
pension plan. Densities and statistics of endoge-
nous variables are discussed in Section 6. Mor-
tality risk is examined in Section 7. A discussion
of other important considerations for life cycle
policies appears in Section 8. Conclusions follow.
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Formulas underlying the analysis are presented in
the appendix.

2 The life cycle model

This section describes the structure of the finan-
cial market, the characteristics of the household,
the evolution and constraints on financial wealth,
and the household decision problem.

2.1 The financial market

The objective of this paper is to highlight funda-
mental aspects of optimal life cycle decisions. For
this reason, a very stylized and standard financial
market is considered. Households/individuals can
invest in equities (the market portfolio of risky
assets) and in a riskless asset (a money market
account). The return on equities, dRt , is given by

dRt = µdt + σdWt, (1)

where µ represents the expected return and σ the
return volatility. Both µ and σ are assumed to
be constants. The quantity dWt is the increment
of a Brownian motion process, which captures
shocks to the equity market. The return on funds
invested in the money market account is r, a
constant. Investments in equities and the money
market account are assumed to be unrestricted
(frictionless capital markets).

2.2 Households

Households have a finite life [0, T ], which can
be divided into an accumulation (or active) phase
[0, Tr) and a retirement phase [Tr, T ].
During the accumulation phase, households work
and consume. In return for work, they earn a wage
w which evolves stochastically according to

dwt = wt(µ
wdt + σwdWt). (2)

The parameter µw is the expected growth rate of
wages, σw is the volatility of the growth rate of

wages. Both are assumed to be constant. The cor-
relation between the wage growth rate and equity
returns is perfect. This assumption is strong. It
best captures the situation of a household whose
income is tied to the performance of the stock
market. Money managers, hedge fund managers,
and executives of financial corporations are exam-
ples of professions that fall in this category. Our
model is especially relevant for this class of
individuals.

Households have a work capacity equal to h, that
represents the maximum number of work hours
that are feasible. The maximum labor income
(obtained by working full capacity) is therefore
wth. This amount is the human capital at time t.
Human capital can be spent on consumption and
leisure. Leisure, in particular, reduces the number
of available hours spent on work and therefore has
an opportunity cost equal to wages. Leisure effec-
tively represents a commodity that can be bought
at a price wt .

During the retirement phase, households con-
sume. Consumption is financed by the capital
accumulated during the first phase of the life
cycle.

Household preferences are represented by the
standard von Neumann–Morgenstern (expected
utility) criterion

U(c, l) ≡ E

[∫ Tr

0
asu

a(cs, ls)ds

+ φ

∫ T

Tr

asu
r(cs, h)ds

]
, (3)

where ua(cs, ls) (resp. ur(cs, h)) is the instan-
taneous utility derived from consumption and
leisure during the active (resp. retirement) phase.
The term as ≡ exp(−βs) is a subjective discount
factor with constant discount rate β. The constant
φ is a weight that captures the relative impor-
tance of the retirement period in the household’s
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welfare. Utility functions have the Cobb–Douglas
structure

ua(c, l) = (cηl1−η)1−R

η(1 − R)
,

ur(c, h) = c1−R

1 − R
,

(4)

where R > 0 is the relative risk aversion coeffi-
cient and η ∈ (0, 1) is a weight parameter which
quantifies the relative importance of consump-
tion and leisure in the basket of goods consumed.
When η increases, instantaneous utility becomes
more sensitive to consumption.

2.3 Investments and financial wealth

Households invest in equities and in the money
market account. Let X be the value of the portfo-
lio account (financial wealth). If π is the amount
invested in equities, c the amount consumed and
l the amount of leisure, financial wealth evolves
according to

dXt = (rXt + wth1{t<Tr} − ct − wtlt1{t<Tr})dt

+ πtσ(θdt + dWt), (5)

where 1{t<Tr} is the indicator of the active phase
{t < Tr}. The initial value X0 ≡ x is the amount of
initial capital. Human capital generates a poten-
tial inflow at time t < Tr, that is credited to the
portfolio account. Consumption and leisure are
withdrawals that reduce the financial wealth. The
difference wt(h− lt)1{t<Tr} is the salary collected
for the effective amount of time worked.

Human capital is the present value of the max-
imal labor income that can be generated by the
individual. Total wealth is the sum of financial
wealth and human capital. If Ht denotes human
capital and Nt total wealth, then Nt = Xt + Ht .
Given perfect capital markets, in which all risks
can be synthesized, it is natural to require that

total wealth be nonnegative at all times

Nt ≥ 0, for t ∈ [0, T ]. (6)

This constraint allows the household to borrow
against future labor income, but it also ensures
that there are always enough resources to cover
potential liabilities.

2.4 The household decision problem

Households maximize welfare (3) with respect
to consumption, leisure and investment, subject
to the evolution of financial wealth (5) and the
nonnegativity constraint (6).

It can be shown that this problem is equivalent
to the maximization of (3) with respect to con-
sumption and leisure, subject to the static budget
constraint

x + H0 = E

[∫ Tr

0
ξt(ct + ltwt)dt

]

+ E

[∫ T

Tr

ξtctdt

]
, (7)

where

H0 = hE

[∫ Tr

0
ξtwtdt

]
(8)

and ξt = exp(−rt − 1
2θ2t − θWt) with θ =

σ−1(µ−r). In this formulation H0 does represent
human capital at date 0, i.e., the present value of
the maximum salary that can be generated given
the work capacity of the household and labor mar-
ket conditions. The quantity N0 ≡ x + H0 is the
total wealth of the household at the outset. The
budget constraint (7) states that the present value
of future expenditures on consumption and leisure
must equal initial resources (total wealth). In (7)
and (8) consumption and labor income are dis-
counted using the stochastic discount factor ξ.
This quantity is a risk-adjusted discount factor
that converts risky future cash flows into values
at the initial date. The risk adjustment is embed-
ded in the market price of risk θ, equal to the risk
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premium per unit risk. This market price of risk
is also called the Sharpe ratio of the stock market.

3 Optimal policies: general remarks

This section gives basic properties of optimal
consumption, labor/leisure, and investment deci-
sions. The focus is on the structure of these
demand functions.

3.1 The single-phase model

To build intuition, consider first the setting with-
out retirement phase (single-phase model). In this
context, optimal total wealth

N∗
t = X∗

t + Ht

= Et

[∫ T

t

ξt,v(c
∗
v + l∗vwv)dv

]
, (9)

where ξt,v = ξv/ξt is the stochastic discount factor
for the valuation at t of cash flows received at a
subsequent datev, finances expenditures on future
consumption and leisure. Optimal expenditures
are

c∗
t + l∗t wt = m(t, T )N∗

t , (10)

where m(t, T ) is a function of time. Expenditures
are thus proportional to total wealth. The func-
tion m(t, T ) represents the marginal propensity to
spend out of total wealth. Optimal consumption
and leisure are given by

c∗
t = ηm(t, T )N∗

t , l∗t = (1 − η)m(t, T )
N∗

t

wt

.

(11)

Inspection of these formulas shows that con-
sumption and leisure are fractions of expenditures
where the fractions are the respective weights
of consumption and leisure in the utility derived
from the basket of goods.

The optimal portfolio has the decomposition

π∗
t = πm

t + πw
t − πH

t (12)

with

πm
t

N∗
t

= 1

R
σ−1θ,

πw
t

N∗
t

= (1 − η)ρσ−2σσw,

(13)

πH
t

N∗
t

≡ Ht

N∗
t

σ−2σσw, (14)

where ρ = 1 − 1/R. The optimal portfolio
demand has three parts.

(1) The first one, πm
t , is a standard mean–

variance component. This term is propor-
tional to total wealth, with proportionality
factor determined by relative risk aversion
of the household and by the Sharpe ratio
per unit risk of the stock market (which is
also the risk premium divided by the vari-
ance of the equity return). The proportionality
factor is inversely related to relative risk
aversion. When risk aversion goes to infin-
ity (extremely risk averse household) the
mean–variance demand vanishes.

(2) The second component, πw
t , is a wage hedge.

This term is motivated by the desire to pro-
tect against stochastic fluctuations in the wage
rate, which affects the demand for leisure.
The wage hedge has the nature of a static
hedge: it insures against instantaneous fluc-
tuation in the cost of leisure. It is proportional
to total wealth and increasing in relative risk
aversion. As risk aversion goes to infinity, the
wage hedge converges to (1 − η)σ−2σσwN∗

t .
When risk aversion is one, which corresponds
to logarithmic utility η log c+(1−η) log l, the
wage hedge vanishes. It also vanishes when
the consumption weight in the utility function
goes to one (η → 1). In this case, the house-
hold ceases to care about leisure and the need
to hedge against the cost of leisure disappears.

(3) The last component, πH
t , is a human capi-

tal hedge. The human capital hedge is also
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motivated by instantaneous fluctuations in
the wage rate. Variations in wages affect
the full capacity salary, hence human capi-
tal, prompting the household to hedge. The
human capital hedge is again static in nature.
It is proportional to human capital and unre-
lated to risk aversion. It does not vanish
when risk aversion equals one. Even loga-
rithmic utility is exposed to human capital
fluctuations and therefore needs to hedge. The
human capital hedge is time dependent.

Some of the dynamic properties of optimal poli-
cies can already be inferred from the formulas
above. Optimal wealth in the single-phase model
converges to zero as the terminal date approaches
(see Corollary 1 in the Appendix). The marginal
propensity to spend out of wealth goes to infinity,
so as to ensure that all resources are exhausted
by the terminal date. Consumption and leisure
converge to positive and finite limits. The mean–
variance component and the wage hedge vanish,
because wealth vanishes. The human capital
hedge also vanishes, because human capital is
exhausted in the limit. The demand for equities
becomes null in the limit.

More specific results concerning the age-
dependence of the portfolio can also be derived
(see Corollary 2 in theAppendix for details). Sup-
pose that the wage and financial wealth are held
fixed. If ta denotes the age of the household, then

∂(π∗
t /N

∗
t )

∂ta
= −∂(Ht/N

∗
t )

∂t
σ−2σσw, (15)

where

∂(Ht/N
∗
t )

∂t
= − Ht

N∗
t

(
1 − Ht

N∗
t

)
× exp(−(r − µw + σwθ)(Tr − t))

A(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ)
.

(16)

When the wage growth rate is positively corre-
lated with equity returns,

σσw > 0 (17)

the fraction of total wealth in equities increases
(decreases) with age as long as financial wealth is
positive (negative). In this case the human capi-
tal hedge is positively (negatively) related to age.
This effect is prompted by the reduction (increase)
in human capital with age. The behavior of the
fraction of financial wealth in equities is more
intricate. In this case,

∂(π∗
t /X∗

t )

∂ta
= ∂(Ht/X∗

t )

∂t

(
1

R
σ−1θ + (1 − η)

× ρσ−1σw − σ−2σσw

)
, (18)

where
∂(Ht/X∗

t )

∂t

= −Ht

X∗
t

exp(−(r − µw + σwθ)(Tr − t))

A(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ)
.

(19)

The condition
1

R
σ−1θ + (1 − η)ρσ−1σw − σ−2σσw > 0

(20)

determines the behavior. When (20) is satis-
fied, the fraction of financial wealth in equities
decreases (increases) with age as long as finan-
cial wealth is positive (negative). The expression
on the left-hand side of (20) is the sum of the aging
effects on the mean–variance term ((1/R)σ−1θ),
on the wage hedge ((1 − η)ρσ−1σw) and on the
human capital hedge (−σ−2σσw).

The results concerning the impact of age on the
optimal portfolio are quite interesting in light of
debates in academic circles and among practi-
tioners. The results obtained show that an aging
household whose wage growth rate is sufficiently
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volatile relative to equity returns, to such an extent
that the left-hand side of (20) is negative, will
optimally increase the fraction of financial wealth
in equities. The possibility of a positive associ-
ation between age and the fraction invested in
equities was noted by Jagannathan and Kocher-
lakota (1996). The converse of condition (20)
identifies the precise circumstances under which
this behavior is optimal in the single-phase model
described above. Condition (20) also shows that
the reverse behavior can be optimal, even though
the wage is perfectly correlated with equity
returns.

3.2 The two-phase model

In the presence of a retirement period (two-phase
model), optimal behavior depends on the phase
of the life cycle.

Consider first the active phase. Total wealth, dur-
ing that period of the life cycle, serves to finance
expenditures on consumption and leisure during
the remaining part of the active phase, as well as
expenditures on consumption during retirement.
Optimal wealth can therefore be split into two
parts,

N∗
t = N∗

at + N∗
rt, (21)

where N∗
a finances accumulation period expendi-

tures and N∗
r finances retirement consumption

N∗
at = Et

[∫ Tr

t

ξt,v(c
∗
v + l∗vwv)dv

]

N∗
rt = Et

[∫ T

Tr

ξt,vc
∗
vdv

]
.

(22)

In the remainder of this paper, N∗
at is called accu-

mulation wealth and N∗
rt is retirement wealth (as

will become clear later, N∗
rt also represents the

value of the optimal pension plan).2 The frac-
tion of resources devoted to the financing of

expenditures during the active phase is


(wt, t) = N∗
at

N∗
at + N∗

rt

(23)

The expression can be written entirely in terms of
the wage wt (see (A.3) in the Appendix). Optimal
expenditures now take the form:

c∗
t + l∗t wt = 
(wt, t)m(t, Tr)N

∗
t , (24)

where m(t, Tr) is the marginal propensity to spend
out of accumulation wealth. Expenditures are thus
proportional to accumulation wealth N∗

at . The
marginal propensity to spend out of accumulation
wealth is a (nonstochastic) function of time. In
contrast, expenditures are not a deterministic pro-
portion of total wealth N∗

t . Optimal consumption
and leisure are given by

c∗
t = η
(wt, t)m(t, Tr)N

∗
t ,

l∗t = (1 − η)
(wt, t)m(t, Tr)
N∗

t

wt

.
(25)

As before consumption and leisure are fractions
of expenditures where the fractions are the respec-
tive utility weights with respect to the two goods.
Consumption and leisure are also deterministic
proportions of accumulation wealth, but not of
total wealth.

The optimal portfolio has the decomposition (12)
with πm, πH as in (13) and (14) but

πw
t

N∗
t

= (1 − η)ρ
(wt, t)σ
−2σσw. (26)

The wage hedge is now proportional to accumu-
lation wealth, but not total wealth (πw

t /N∗
at =

(1 − η)ρσ−2σσw). This is intuitive, as the expo-
sure to wage fluctuations is limited to the active
phase of the life cycle.

The same formulas apply during the retire-
ment phase, with the proviso that total wealth
is then entirely composed of financial wealth
(human capital is null during retirement) and
that expenditures consist solely of consumption.
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Lifecycle Consumption-Investment Policies and Pension Plans 23

Optimal consumption is again proportional to
wealth. The optimal portfolio reduces to the
mean–variance part, which is also proportional
to wealth.

The presence of a retirement date has a sharp
impact on the dynamic profile of optimal poli-
cies. Total wealth now converges to retirement
wealth at the retirement date. Human capital
is exhausted at that point, but the household
accumulates resources to finance retirement con-
sumption. The marginal propensity to spend out
of wealth remains finite in the limit. Consump-
tion and leisure have finite limits. Labor of
course goes to zero at retirement. The need to
hedge also vanishes in the limit: the wage hedge
because accumulation wealth goes to zero, the
human capital hedge because human capital is
exhausted. The demand for equities thus con-
verges to the mean–variance demand component,
which is positive under typical market conditions.

The presence of a retirement phase also has a
deep effect on the relation between the optimal
portfolio and age. In this instance,

∂(π∗
t /N

∗
t )

∂ta
= ∂(πw

t /N∗
t )

∂t
− ∂(πH

t /N∗
t )

∂t

≡
(
(1 − η)ρ

∂
(wt, t)

∂t
− ∂(Ht/N

∗
t )

∂t

)
× σ−2σσw, (27)

where
∂
(wt, t)

∂t

= −
(wt, t)(1 − 
(wt, t))

×
(

exp(−g(η, R)(Tr − t))

G(t, Tr)
+ g(1, R)

)
(28)

∂(Ht/N
∗
t )/∂t is given in (16), andG(t, Tr), g(η, R)

are defined in (A.4), (A.7) in the appendix
(g(1, R) ≡ (1/R)β + ρ(r + 1

2(1/R)θ2)). When
the wage growth rate is positively correlated with

equity, as in (17), the fraction of total wealth in
equities increases (decreases) with age as long as
(1 − η)ρ∂
(wt, t)/∂t − ∂(Ht/N

∗
t )/∂t is positive

(negative). Note that the second term is due to the
behavior of the human capital hedge recorded in
the single-phase model. The presence of a retire-
ment period adds a new effect, captured by the
first term, which reflects the behavior of the wage
hedge ∂(πw

t /N∗
t )/∂t. It can be positive or neg-

ative depending on the sign and magnitude of
ρ = 1−1/R. When relative risk aversion exceeds
1, this component is unambiguously negative and
reduces the effect due to the behavior of the human
capital hedge. When relative risk aversion falls
below 1, the component is positive as long as
g(1, R) does not become too negative.

Likewise, aging has two effects on the frac-
tion of financial wealth invested in equities. The
impact due to the change in human capital, which
is the sole effect in the single-phase model, is
now augmented by an additional term captur-
ing the change in 
(wt, t) in the wage hedge.
Specifically,

∂(π∗
t /X∗

t )

∂ta
= ∂(Ht/X∗

t )

∂t

(
1

R
σ−1θ + (1 − η)

× ρ
(wt, t)σ
−1σw − σ−2σσw

)
+ N∗

t

X∗
t

(1 − η)ρ
∂
(wt, t)

∂t
σ−1σw,

where ∂(Ht/X∗
t )/∂t is given by (19) and

∂
(wt, t)/∂t in (28). When the condition

1

R
σ−1θ + (1 − η)ρ
(wt, t)σ

−1σw

− σ−2σσw > 0

(its converse) holds, the first component is neg-
ative (positive), as long as financial wealth is
positive. The sign of the second component
depends on relative risk aversion. If risk aversion
exceeds 1 this term is negative. Otherwise it can
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be positive. Various types of behaviors can there-
fore be optimal depending on the parameters of
the model and the wage level. This complements
the results documented in the previous section
for the single-period model.

The comparative static analysis above shows that
deterministic age-based portfolio rules like those
implemented in target date funds (TDF) are sub-
optimal in many circumstances. This is further
documented in Section 6, in a dynamic compari-
son of the distributions associated with a TDF and
with the optimal retirement plan. It should also be
noted that the aging effects described above are
entirely due to the passage of time, keeping vari-
ables such as financial wealth and wage frozen.
But these quantities also change, due to shocks
affecting the economy. The numerical analysis
carried out in the next section takes account of
these effects and sheds additional light on the
dynamic behaviors of the optimal portfolio and
other endogenous variables.

4 Dynamic policy behavior: a numerical
study

The static behavior in the two settings (with and
without retirement phase) is described in Bodie
et al. (2009). This section carries out a numeri-
cal analysis to gauge the importance and uncover
the dynamic behavior of the various components
that determine consumption and investment over
the life cycle. Section 4.1 describes the behavior

Table 1 Parameter values.

Subjective discount rate β = 0 Market price of risk θ = 0.3
Relative risk aversion R = 4 Interest rate r = 0.02
Relative weight η = 2/3 Market return volatility σ = 0.2
Utility weight φ = 204 Expected wage growth µw = 0.01
Work capacity h = 1 Volatility wage growth σw = 0.03
Investment horizon T = 60
Retirement date Tr = 45

in a single-phase model. Section 4.2 extends the
analysis to a setting with a retirement phase. Illus-
trations are provided for the parameter values in
Table 1.

The retirement date is Tr = 45. This corre-
sponds to age 65 if the active phase starts at age
20. The investment horizon T = 60 indicates
that the individual dies after 15 years of retire-
ment (age 80 if work starts at age 20). In the
single-phase model T = Tr = 45. These and
other parameter values are standard. The utility
weight φ is selected so that φ1/R is of the same
order of magnitude as w

(1−η)ρ
0 (1/η − 1)−(1−η)ρ

(so that η
(w0)/G(Tr, Tr) ≈ φ1/RG0(Tr, T )).
This serves to control the disruption in consump-
tion pattern as the household enters the retirement
phase (see (A.1) and (A.3)).

4.1 The single-phase model

Figure 1 shows the stock market index and the
wage for a particular trajectory of the underlying
Brownian motion W . Realizations are sampled
every 6 months for 45 years, giving 90 data
points. In this scenario the stock market expe-
riences a sharp increase during the last 5 years of
the sample. Wages follow the same pattern.

Figure 2 shows the corresponding behavior of
optimal policies. Consumption varies between
70, 000 and 100, 000 most of the period, except
during the last 5 years when it rises sharply,
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Figure 1 This figure shows a trajectory of the stock market (left panel) and the wage (right panel).
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Figure 2 This figure shows optimal consumption and leisure (top panels) and optimal expenditures and wealth
(bottom panels). The panel for optimal wealth shows the human capital (green path) and financial wealth (red
path) components.
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reflecting the behavior of the stock market and
wages. Leisure follows a similar pattern. The
behavior of the wealth process and its components
is displayed in the lower right panel. Human cap-
ital is large at the outset, outweighing financial
wealth by a factor of about 60. It then expe-
riences moderate fluctuations and decreases on
average, to eventually converge to zero at the
terminal date. Financial wealth, in contrast, expe-
riences more semester-to-semester variations, but
remains low throughout, also converging to zero
as the terminal date approaches.

Figure 3 shows the optimal portfolio behavior.
The overall fraction invested in equities increases
on average during the period. It eventually con-
verges to the mean–variance demand of 37.5%.
The fundamental reason for this profile is the
behavior of the human capital hedge. This term is
initially negative, then increases on average dur-
ing the period to eventually vanish at the terminal
date. Human capital hedging considerations are
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Optimal portfolio
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Figure 3 This figure shows the optimal portfolio and its components (mean–variance term, wage hedge and
human capital hedge) as fractions of total wealth.

behind the increasing share of equities in the port-
folio during the life cycle. The amount invested
in the stock market is significant and reflects the
size of human capital. This amount is initially
financed by borrowing 764, 708 at the riskfree
rate, an equally sizeable amount.3

4.2 The two-phase model

Figure 4 is the continuation of Figure 1. It extends
the path of the stock market over the household’s
life [0, T ] (the path over the active period remains
the same). In this particular scenario the stock
market experiences a downturn during the first
part of the retirement period, followed by a boom
and another downturn just prior to the terminal
date.

Figure 5 shows the response of optimal con-
sumption, leisure, and wealth to these events.
As indicated before, consumption rises sharply
during the boom just prior to retirement. In the
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Figure 4 This figure shows a trajectory of the stock market over [0, T ] (left panel) and of the wage over [0, Tr]
(right panel).
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Figure 5 This figure shows optimal consumption and leisure (top panels) and optimal expenditures and wealth
(bottom panels). The panel for optimal wealth shows the human capital (green path) and financial wealth (red
path) components.
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Figure 6 This figure shows the optimal portfolio and its components (mean–variance term, wage hedge and
human capital hedge) as fractions of total wealth.

recession that follows it declines, but somewhat
less sharply. This reflects a combination of two
effects. The first one is the decline in the stock
market. The second is the structural change in
preferences and decision making as the house-
hold enters the retirement period. The reaction
to subsequent booms and busts during retirement
is more modest and simply reflects variations
in the stock market valuation. Optimal wealth
and its components (bottom right panel of the
figure) show striking differences in pattern. With
the prospect of a retirement period the house-
hold is seeking to accumulate wealth. Financial
wealth is seen to increase on average through-
out the period. This accumulation is achieved by
reducing consumption and working more at the
outset. The difference is significant. At retirement
financial wealth amounts to 1, 325, 509. These
resources serve to finance consumption during
retirement.

The optimal portfolio behavior, displayed in
Figure 6, is also striking. The human capital
hedge, taken as fraction of total wealth, converges
much more gradually to zero, reached at the retire-
ment date. Similar gradual patterns characterize
the wage hedge and the overall investment in equi-
ties. Financial wealth accumulation is the source
of these patterns.

5 Optimal pension plans

The optimal pension plan is the plan that finances
consumption during retirement. The optimal plan
is therefore a contingent claim delivering the
stream

c∗
t = m(t, T )N∗

t

during retirement, where m(t, T ) = 1/G0(t, T )

and G0(t, T ) is defined in (A.5).4 The cash flow
paid out is an age-dependent fraction of the value
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of the pension plan. This value is

N∗
rt =


Et

[∫ T

Tr

ξt,vc
∗
vdv

]
for t ≤ Tr

Et

[∫ T

t

ξt,vc
∗
vdv

]
for t > Tr

,

which corresponds to the notion of retirement
wealth introduced in (22). The portfolio financ-
ing the pension plan is the pure mean–variance
portfolio

πm
rt

N∗
t

= 1

R

N∗
rt

N∗
t

σ−1θt

(equivalently, πm
rt = (1/R)N∗

rtσ
−1θt). This port-

folio is proportional to the value N∗
rt of the

pension plan and is therefore easy to implement
in practice. The fraction of the pension plan
value invested decreases in risk aversion, con-
verging to zero as risk aversion goes to infinity.
Extremely risk averse households seek a pen-
sion plan delivering a constant consumption flow
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Figure 7 The value of the optimal pension plan over the life cycle.

during retirement, i.e., a constant annuity. This
annuity is financed by investing at the riskless
rate. Households with positive tolerance for risk
seek a plan delivering a stochastic consumption
flow during retirement. This consumption stream
is manufactured by paying dividends out of the
plan at an age-dependent rate m(t, T ).

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the value of
the pension plan for the trajectories of the stock
market and wage displayed in Figure 1. The
pension plan value increases fairly steadily over
the course of the active period. It reaches a
peak at the retirement date then decreases as
it is depleted to finance retirement consump-
tion. A notable feature is its lower sensitivity to
short-term fluctuations in the stock market.

Figure 8 provides additional perspective on the
relation between the pension plan and other com-
ponents in the decomposition of optimal wealth.
As seen from the discussions above total wealth
has two decompositions. The first one involves
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Figure 8 The components of wealth: accumulation wealth, retirement wealth (pension plan), Financial wealth,
and Human capital.

financial wealth and human capital, the second
accumulation wealth and retirement wealth (the
pension plan). The figure shows the behavior of
the various components for the trajectories in
Figure 1. The pension plan value clearly shad-
ows financial wealth. But it is generally more
stable. At the retirement date the two notions
coincide. The reduction in variability is compen-
sated by the increased variability of accumula-
tion wealth (its complement) relative to human
capital.

6 Distributional analysis

In order to provide more comprehensive informa-
tion about the behavior of optimal policies and
other endogenous variables, two additional sets
of results are reported. Confidence bands for all
endogenous variables in the problem are provided
in Section 6.1. The evolution of the endoge-
nous density of retirement wealth is discussed in
Section 6.2.

6.1 Confidence bands

Confidence bands at the α = 95% level are
graphed in Figure 9. The figure also shows the
means of the variables considered as well as
the specific trajectory discussed in prior sections.
Several properties emerge from the plots. First,
it is interesting to note that the trajectory inves-
tigated earlier lies below the average trajectory.
It therefore gives a conservative view of the evo-
lution of endogenous variables. For instance, it
appears that average consumption, leisure and
expenditures increase more during the life cycle
than along this specific path.

Second, the behavior of averages reveals inter-
esting patterns. Average optimal wealth increases
mildly during the initial stages of the life
cycle, then decreases. Average financial wealth
increases up to retirement then decreases as
the household draws down resources to sustain
retirement consumption. Average human capital
decreases up to the retirement date, time at which
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Figure 9 Confidence bands and averages during the life cycle. This figure shows 95% confidence bands (yellow
regions), averages (red dotted curves), and the realized trajectories analyzed in earlier sections (solid trajectories)
for endogenous variables in the model.

it is exhausted. The optimal investment in equi-
ties increases on average up to the retirement
date. This reflects the strong increase in the aver-
age human capital hedge during the active phase.
Finally, the average value of the pension plan is
seen to increase sharply up to the retirement date
and to decrease thereafter.

Finally, it is also interesting to note the dynamic
behavior of the 95% confidence bands. In sev-
eral cases the upper and lower boundaries reflect
the behavior of the averages. What is remarkable
is the behavior of the width of the bands. For
instance, the widths of the bands for total wealth,
financial wealth, and human capital experience
an increase during the first part of the life cycle,
before decreasing. The same behavior character-
izes the widths of the bands for the portfolio share
and its components. Most widths peak before
retirement time. An exception is the width of the
band for the pension plan value that peaks at the

retirement date. Confidence interval widths can
take large values. For instance, in the case of the
pension plan, the lower bound (resp. upper bound)
at retirement is about 613, 000 (resp. 4, 410, 000)
leading to a width of about 3, 797, 000. This
shows the wide range of pension plan values that
can materialize in 95% of the possible scenarios.
The reason for this property is that the standard
market model and the wage process allow for a
large set of possible trajectories and the pension
plan value is sensitive to uncertainty. In contrast,
the confidence band for the wage hedge is very
small, reflecting its limited variability.

Figure 10 provides insights about the sensitivity
of the confidence bands with respect to relative
risk aversion. As Corollary 4 in the Appendix
shows, the behavior of the upper and lower bounds
and the widths of the confidence intervals is the
result of multiple effects. No global systematic
pattern exists as risk aversion increases. Figure 10
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Figure 10 Confidence band widths during the life cycle. This figure shows the widths of 95% confidence bands
as risk aversion increases from R = 3 to R = 5 in increments of 0.25.

shows a configuration of parameters and a range
of risk aversion values for which the widths of
the confidence bands for consumption, leisure,
expenditures, total wealth, financial wealth, and
the pension plan decrease as relative risk aversion
increases. Those for the portfolio and its human
capital hedge component exhibit non-monotone
behavior: they decrease (increase) during the first
(second) part of the active phase. It is strik-
ing to note that the confidence bands for certain
endogenous variables, such as wealth, seem to
remain quite wide when risk aversion increases.
In fact, Corollary 4 shows that the width of
the confidence band for wealth converges to a
positive limit as risk aversion goes to infinity.
This counterintuitive result is explained by the
fact that even an extremely risk averse house-
hold is exposed to human capital uncertainty
(i.e., wage uncertainty). The confidence band for
human capital, of course, is not affected by risk
aversion.

6.2 Pension plan distribution dynamics

Complementary information is provided by the
evolution of the densities of the endogenous vari-
ables throughout the life cycle. Figure 11 focuses
on the density of the pension plan value, shown at
ages 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 65, 70, 75, and 79. The
density is seen to be single peaked and to drift
to the right (resp. left) up to (resp. after) the
retirement date. The standard deviation follows
the same pattern, resulting in outcomes that are
more spread out around the retirement date. This
behavior corresponds to that of the confidence
band discussed above. The density exhibits right-
skewness, which becomes apparent after an initial
phase. Skewness increases during the active phase
and is pronounced at the retirement date.

The important lesson here is that the optimal pen-
sion plan can take a wide range of possible values.
This is especially clear at the retirement date. In
most instances, the retirement value of the plan
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Figure 11 The density of the pension plan value at ages 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 65, 70, 75, and 79.

exceeds 0.4M. With low probability it exceeds
4M. Even after retirement, the spread in out-
comes is striking. Five years into retirement (age
70) potential values lie between 0.3M and 4M.
The household with constant relative risk aver-
sion of R = 4 optimally chooses plans with large
risk exposure. There is also a clear preference for
right-skewness.

The behavior of the optimal pension plan can
be contrasted with the behavior of a TDF. The
standard TDF is structured so as to reduce the
exposure to equities as the plan-holder ages.
This typically reduces the range of possible out-
comes as the target date approaches. Consider, for
instance, the TDF based on the investment rule

π
tdf
t

X
tdf
t

= a + b(Tr − t),

where a = 0.04 and b = 0.01 [see Bodie and
Treussard (2007)]. This policy mandates a frac-
tion in equities that is affine in time-to-retirement.

It reduces the proportion in equities at the rate
−b as the fund holder ages. Figure 12 com-
pares the densities and distributions generated by
the TDF policy and the optimal pension plan, at
ages 35, 50, and 65. The difference is striking.
The density of the pension plan value lies sys-
tematically to the right of that of the TDF. The
distribution plot shows that the optimal pension
plan has higher mean and higher first, second
(median), and third quartiles.

7 Mortality risk

Assume that mortality is determined by an inho-
mogeneous Poisson process with a jump arrival
intensity λ(v) that depends on time.5 The random
time of death corresponds to the time of the first
jump in the Poisson process. As the probability
of survival past a threshold is null, it is important
to restrict the arrival intensity. Let T be the phys-
ical maximum of life. To ensure that death does
not occur past the maximal lifetime, it suffices
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Figure 12 Densities (left panels) and cumulative distribution functions (right panels) of the optimal pension
plan (solid curves) and the TDF policy a + b(Tr − t) with a = 0.04 and b = 0.01 (dotted curve), at ages 35, 50,
and 65.

to consider intensities such that λ(v) = ∞ for
v ∈ [T, T + ε), ε > 0. The probability P(0, s) of
surviving past s is

P(0, s) = exp

(
−
∫ s

0
λ(v)dv

)
,

which converges to zero as soon as s exceeds the
maximal threshold T (the probability of surviving
to T + ε is null for any ε > 0). The condi-
tional survival probability at time t is P(t, s) =
exp(− ∫ s

t
λ(v)dv).

Optimal policies in this extended setting are
described in Proposition 4 in the Appendix. This
proposition shows that the model with mortality
risk is the same as a model without mortality risk,
but adjusted subjective discount rate and interest

rate given by

β̂(t) ≡ β + λ(t) and

r̂(t) ≡ r + λ(t).
(29)

Implicitly, mortality risk raises both quantities
by a common amount equal to the intensity of
occurrence of death. Aside from this modifica-
tion, the remaining structure of optimal policies
is the same as before. The effects on policies
are nevertheless complex. On one hand mortality
risk reduces human capital. On the other hand,
it also reduces the present value of a given con-
sumption and leisure expenditure plan (due to the
possibility of early death). These effects work in
opposite directions. The first one implies a tighter
budget constraint leading to a reduction in con-
sumption and leisure. The second one relaxes the
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constraint and leads to an increase in consumption
and leisure. The same trade-offs arise for optimal
wealth. Ultimately, the behavior of endogenous
variables depends on the relative strengths of
these conflicting effects.

Figures 13 and 14 show the trajectories and con-
fidence bands over the life cycle, for the model
with random lifetime. To ease the comparison
with previous sections, maximal lifetime is kept
at T = 60 (maximum age is 80) in Figure 13. The
intensity of death arrival is λ = 0.12, a typical
estimate of an average population mortality. In
this example the budget multiplier decreases with
random mortality. This leads to an increase in con-
sumption and leisure in every state in which the
individual is alive. The impact on human capital
is significant. The initial human capital decreases
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Figure 13 Confidence bands and trajectories during the life cycle, with random life. This figure shows 95%
confidence bands for λ = 0.12 (yellow regions) and realized trajectories for λ = 0.12 (blue) and λ = 0 (red),
for endogenous variables in the model with random lifetime. Realized trajectories are constructed from the wage
and stock market paths described in earlier sections. Maximum lifetime is set at T = 60 (age 80).

from 3, 024, 825 to 718, 043. Subsequent val-
ues tend to be much lower as well. Financial
wealth also tends to be lower along the trajectory
graphed, although it occasionally exceeds the val-
ues obtained for λ = 0. This is the consequence
of differences in optimal portfolios. The lower
sensitivity to shocks results in smaller confidence
bands. The most apparent difference is in the
behavior of the pension plan. When λ increases
from 0 to 0.12, the initial value of the pension
plan decreases from 275, 796 to an insignificant
amount, 670. At the retirement date, the respec-
tive values stand at 1, 274, 352 versus 685, 716
if alive. The widths of the confidence intervals
reflect these differences. The pension plan con-
fidence band for λ = 0.12 is very small at the
outset. It starts to widen much later during the
life cycle and is generally much smaller.
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Figure 14 Trajectories during the life cycle, with random life and different maximal lifetimes. This figure
shows realized trajectories for T = 80 (blue) and T = 60 (red), for endogenous variables in the model with
random lifetime. Realized trajectories are constructed from the wage and stock market paths described in earlier
sections. The intensity of death is λ = 0.12.

Table 2 Consumption and leisure for T = 60 and
80 (maximal age 80 and 100).

Maximum age (T + 20)

T = 60 (age 80) T = 80 (age 100)

Age c l c l

30 70, 292 0.3521 70, 285 0.3521
40 81, 332 0.3811 81, 323 0.3810
50 88, 124 0.3955 88, 115 0.3955
60 76, 557 0.3566 76, 549 0.3566
65 97, 213 0.4123 97, 202 0.4123
70 84, 966 0.3759 84, 957 0.3758
75 85, 617 0.3751 85, 608 0.3750
80 85, 226 0.3714 85, 217 0.3714

As shown in Table 2, a subsequent increase in
the terminal date from T = 60 to 80 (maximal
age 100), keeping the mortality rate at λ = 0.12,
has a small impact on consumption, labor, and

expenditures during the common part of the life
cycle (ages 20 to 80). Consumption decreases
slightly. Leisure is virtually unchanged. The rea-
son underlying these modest changes is the heavy
discounting associated with contingencies far in
the future. The cumulative impact of consumption
decreases nevertheless eventually starts impact-
ing wealth. A material effect is observed during
the retirement period. Financial wealth and total
wealth become larger with the longer horizon.
Resources are preserved to finance consumption
during the additional part of the retirement period.
Figure 14 illustrates these phenomena.

8 Discussion

The previous analysis illustrates the dynamic
properties of optimal choices in a simple model of
the life cycle. While the analysis captures essen-
tial element of the decision problem confronting
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households it also abstracts from a number of
important factors. Important aspects that remain
to be incorporated in future research are as
follows:

(1) Unhedgeable labor income components.
Although compensation in some professions
is closely tied to the performance of cer-
tain stock index benchmarks, in many cases
correlation between individual labor income
and the stock market is low. Evidence at the
aggregate level seems to support a correla-
tion close to zero [see, for instance, Heaton
and Lucas (1997)].6 In contrast, recent empir-
ical evidence based on portfolio rebalancing
decisions by individuals switching industry
reveals significant portfolio effects motivated
by human capital hedging concerns [Better-
mier et al. (2010)]. The importance of the
effects documented suggests correlations that
differ from zero. From a theoretical per-
spective, inspection of the portfolio policies
reveals that imperfect correlation has multi-
ple effects on the human capital hedge. A
direct effect reduces the size of this hedge,
thereby lessening the incentive to increase
equity holdings with age. This direct effect
is complemented by an indirect effect, due
to the structure of the endogenous shadow
price of the incompleteness. Indeed, the
shadow price depends on both hedgeable and
unhedgeable risks, leading to the addition of
a new hedging components in the portfolio
demand. The size, sign, and dynamic behav-
ior of these (shadow price) hedges remain to
be identified. Some insights are provided by
recent theoretical contributions. The numer-
ical analysis in Benzoni et al. (2007), for
instance, suggests that idiosyncratic shocks
dampen the desire to hold equities. Bick et al.
(2009) show that imperfect hedgeability of
labor income has a limited impact on the
welfare of an individual. Both papers base

their conclusions on either approximation
methods or numerical schemes with conjec-
tured boundary conditions, applied in the
context of specific parametric models. Defini-
tive answers to the questions concerning
the behavior of the portfolio and its hedg-
ing components hinge on the development
of accurate methods to deal with imperfect
correlation.

(2) Health risks. Health shocks constitute another
type of imperfectly hedgeable risks that can
have a significant impact on life cycle poli-
cies. Even individuals enrolled in a disability
plan stand to lose an important fraction of
their labor income in case of an event result-
ing in long-term disability. The occurrence
of such an event reduces human capital. In
addition, the riskiness of future income van-
ishes, eliminating the need to hedge. As a
result, the fraction of total wealth invested in
equities experiences a positive jump in the
event of a negative health shock. Imperfect
hedgeability also introduces an endogenous
shadow price for health risk. As for unhedge-
able labor income, this shadow price depends
on all sources of risk, prompting an associated
hedging demand. An additional complication
relates to the impact of health on preferences.
The health status of an individual might
affect the marginal utility of consumption.
This introduces an additional channel through
which health shocks affect optimal policies.
Edwards (2008) sheds some light on this last
effect. In a stylized model without labor flex-
ibility, he shows that health risk is akin to
increasing risk aversion, prompting individu-
als to reduce risk taking as they age. The com-
bination of the three effects, unfortunately,
is nontrivial and remains to be analyzed.
Other studies that have touched on health risk
include Yogo (2009) and Hugonnier et al.
(2009). Yogo considers optimal asset alloca-
tion during the retirement phase (but not the
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accumulation phase) in the presence of health
costs. Hugonnier et al. consider a similar set-
ting, but assume nonseparable preferences in
order to smooth discontinuities in preferences
when death occurs.

(3) Liquidity constraints. Brokers typically
require that the value of a portfolio account,
i.e., financial wealth, be non-negative. This
type of liquidity constraint is often slack,
but can become binding when labor income
becomes sufficiently large. The main impact
of the constraint is to restrict consumption
smoothing. Concretely, resources cannot be
shifted out of states in which the constraint
binds. The result is that constrained consump-
tion will typically be lower in the early stages
of the life cycle to eventually become larger
if the constraint binds sufficiently often. Sim-
ilarly, purchases of leisure are initially lower
in the presence of a constraint. The pre-
cise magnitude of these effects is difficult
to determine. The methods in El Karoui and
Jeanblanc–Picque (1998) and the analysis in
Detemple and Serrat (2003) can in principle
be used to examine the question and shed
light on the dynamics of optimal constrained
policies.

(4) Borrowing and collateral constraints. Restric-
tions on the amount that can be borrowed
are another relevant issue confronting house-
holds (see Campbell (2006) and references
therein). As shown in Section 4.1, uncon-
strained policies borrow large amounts at the
outset. A borrowing constraint is therefore
likely to bind for many households in the
early stages of the life cycle. The immedi-
ate consequence is a reduction in risk-taking.
More importantly, the likelihood of a binding
constraint in the future modifies optimal poli-
cies, even if the constraint does not bind in the
present. The optimal portfolio, in particular,
includes new hedging terms motivated by the
desire to mitigate the impact of the constraint

in the future. The precise extent of this effect
is difficult to pinpoint, especially in the model
with a retirement period.

(5) Mean reversion and incomplete information.
Mean-reversion is an important feature of
stock return dynamics, which has relevance
for life cycle policies. Campbell and Viceira
(1999), Campbell et al. (2004) and Detem-
ple et al. (2003) examine the issue in various
settings without labor income. In the con-
text of the present paper, mean-reversion
in stock returns and in the growth rate of
wages may reduce the width of the confidence
intervals derived in Section 6. Parameter
uncertainty, as studied by Barberis (2000) and
Wachter and Warusawitharana (2009), will
further impact the width of these confidence
bands. Resulting confidence bands can be
larger or smaller depending on the nature of
co-movements between estimation risk and
market risk.

9 Conclusions

The analysis carried out in this paper brought to
light some of the properties, in particular dynamic
properties, of household decision variables and
related quantities. In particular it identified the
optimal pension plan and provided perspective on
its relation with other components of household
wealth, such as financial wealth.

The model underlying this analysis was very styl-
ized by design. The driving goal was to produce
basic insights in the simplest structure possible,
yet one that retains essential features of real life
situations. The presence of a retirement period is
clearly a major structural component of the house-
hold decision-making framework. This element
was shown to have major implications for the
behavior of optimally invested wealth and pension
plans.
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It is equally clear that other important elements
have been omitted. The aspects already discussed
in the previous section deserve further critical
thinking. Additional elements to be considered
include the nature of household preferences, the
multiplicity of risks confronting individuals and
the variety of financial instruments available
for transferring resources over time. These ele-
ments and their implications for optimal decision-
making and structures will be examined in future
research.

Appendix

This appendix gives the formulas underlying the
analysis in the text.

It is useful to note that the value of human capital
at date t ≤ Tr is

Ht = hE

[∫ Tr

t

ξt,vwvdv

]
= wthA(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ),

where ξt,v = ξv/ξt = exp(−r(v−t)− 1
2θ2(v−t)−

θ(Wv −Wt)) is the conditional state price density
at t (the stochastic discount factor for valuation at
t of cash flows received at v) and

A(t, Tr; x) = 1 − exp(−x(Tr − t))

x

is the usual annuity factor. Likewise, total wealth
at t is

Nt =


Xt + Ht = E

[∫ Tr

t

ξt,v(cv + lvwv)dv

]
+ E

[∫ T

Tr

ξt,vcvdv

]
for t ≤ Tr

Xt = E

[∫ T

t

ξt,vcvdv

]
for t > Tr

,

where the right-hand side is the present value of expenditures over the life cycle. Total wealth is the
sum of financial wealth and human capital.

With this notation, optimal policies are as follows:

Proposition 1. Optimal consumption and leisure are given by

c∗
t =


η
(wt, t)

1

G(t, Tr)
N∗

t for t ∈ [t, Tr)

1

G0(t, T )
N∗

t for t ∈ [Tr, T ]
(A.1)

l∗t =

(1 − η)
(wt, t)
1

G(t, Tr)

N∗
t

wt

for t ∈ [t, Tr)

h for t ∈ [Tr, T ]
, (A.2)

where


(wt, t) = w
(1−η)ρ
t f(η)G(t, Tr)

w
(1−η)ρ
t f(η)G(t, Tr) + φ1/R exp(−g(1, R)(Tr − t))G0(Tr, T )

(A.3)
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G(t, Tr) ≡ A(t, Tr; g(η, R))

= 1 − exp(−g(η, R)(Tr − t))

g(η, R)
(A.4)

G0(t, T ) ≡ A(t, T ; g(1, R))

= 1 − exp(−g(1, R)(T − t))

g(1, R)
(A.5)

with

f(η) =
(

1 − η

η

)−(1−η)ρ 1

η
, ρ = 1 − 1

R

(A.6)

g(η,R) ≡ 1

R
β + ρ

(
r + 1

2
θ2
)

− ρ(1 − η)

(
µw − 1

2
(σw)2

)

− 1

2
ρ2(θ − (1 − η)σw)2. (A.7)

Total wealth, the sum of financial wealth and the
value of human capital, is

N∗
t =

{
N∗

at + N∗
rt for t ∈ [t, Tr)

N∗
rt for t ∈ [Tr, T ]

(A.8)

with

N∗
at =

(
y∗ξt

at

)−1/R

w
(1−η)ρ
t G(Tr ∧ t, Tr)f(η)

(A.9)

N∗
rt =

(
y∗ξt

at

)−1/R

φ1/R exp(−g(1, R)

× (Tr − Tr ∧ t))G0(Tr ∨ t, T ), (A.10)

where Tr∧t ≡ min(Tr, t) and Tr∨t ≡ max(Tr, t).
The optimal portfolio has the decomposition

π∗
t

N∗
t

= πm
t

N∗
t

+ πw
t

N∗
t

− πH
t

N∗
t

(A.11)

πm
t

N∗
t

= 1

R
σ−1θ,

πw
t

N∗
t

= (1 − η)ρ
(wt, t)σ
−1σw, (A.12)

πH
t

N∗
t

≡ Ht

N∗
t

σ−2σσw

during the accumulation period and

π∗
rt

N∗
t

= πm
rt

N∗
t

= 1

R
σ−1θ (A.13)

during retirement.

Proof of Proposition 1. Corollary 2 in Bodie
et al. (2009) gives the solution for φ = 1. When
φ �= 1, the wealth ratio 
(wt, t) and retirement
wealth N∗

rt are modified as described in (A.3) and
(A.10).

The marginal propensity to consume out of accu-
mulation wealth, in (24) and (25) in the text, is
m(t, Tr) ≡ 1/G(t, Tr).

When T decreases to Tr the retirement period
contracts and vanishes in the limit. The limiting
case corresponds to the model without retirement
(one-phase model).

Corollary 1. In the absence of a retirement
phase (Tr = T ) optimal consumption, leisure and
total wealth are given by

c∗
t = η

1

G(t, Tr)
N∗

t ,

l∗t = (1 − η)
1

G(t, Tr)

N∗
t

wt

(A.14)

N∗
t = N∗

at =
(

y∗ξt

at

)−1/R

w
(1−η)ρ
t G(t, Tr)f(η)

(A.15)
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for t ∈ [t, Tr). The optimal portfolio has the
decomposition (A.11) with

πm
t

N∗
t

= 1

R
σ−1θ,

πw
t

N∗
t

= (1 − η)ρσ−1σw

(A.16)

and πH
t is as in Proposition 1 above.

The next corollary discusses properties of the
portfolio in the one phase setting.

Corollary 2. Consider the model without retire-
ment phase (Tr = T ) and suppose that the wage
wt and financial wealth X∗

t are given. Age is
ta = t − t0, where t0 is the birth date. The opti-
mal portfolio is age-dependent. Age-dependence
enters through human capital:
∂(π∗

t /N
∗
t )

∂ta
= ∂(π∗

t /N
∗
t )

∂t

= − ∂(πH
t /N∗

t )

∂t

= − ∂(Ht/N
∗
t )

∂t
σ−2σσw (A.17)

∂(π∗
t /X∗

t )

∂ta
= ∂(π∗

t /X∗
t )

∂t

= ∂(πm
t /X∗

t )

∂t
+ ∂(πw

t /X∗
t )

∂t

− ∂(πH
t /X∗

t )

∂t

= ∂(Ht/X∗
t )

∂t

(
1

R
σ−1θ

+ (1 − η)ρσ−1σw − σ−2σσw

)
,

(A.18)

where

∂(Ht/X∗
t )

∂t

= −Ht

X∗
t

exp(−(r − µw + σwθ)(Tr − t))

A(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ)
.

(A.19)

(i) The fraction of total wealth in equities
increases (resp. decreases) with age if finan-
cial wealth X∗

t and the covariance between
returns and wages have the same (resp.
opposite) signs:

∂(π∗
t /N

∗
t )

∂ta
� 0 ⇔ X∗

t σσw � 0.

(ii) The fraction of financial wealth in equi-
ties increases (resp. decreases) with age
if financial wealth X∗

t and the expression
(1/R)σ−1θ+(1−η)ρσ−1σw−σ−2σσw have
opposite (resp. the same) signs:
∂(π∗

t /X∗
t )

∂ta
� 0 ⇔ X∗

t

(
1

R
σ−1θ

+ (1−η)ρσ−1σw − σ−2σσw

)
� 0. (A.20)

Proof of Corollary 2. The relations (A.17) and
(A.18) follow from the decomposition of the
portfolio. To obtain (A.20) note that

∂(Ht/N
∗
t )

∂t

= wthX∗
t

(X∗
t + wthA(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ))2

× ∂A(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ)

∂t

= Ht

N∗
t

(
1− Ht

N∗
t

)
∂A(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ)/∂t

A(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ)
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= − Ht

N∗
t

(
1 − Ht

N∗
t

)

× exp(−(r − µw + σwθ)(Tr − t))

A(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ)
� 0

⇔ 1 − Ht

N∗
t

� 0

⇔ X∗
t � 0.

The relation (A.20) now follows immediately
from (A.18) and the last inequality.

The age-dependence of the portfolio becomes
more complex when there is a retirement
phase. The next result describes the effects that
arise.

Corollary 3. Consider the model with a retire-
ment phase (Tr > T ) and suppose that the
wage wt and financial wealth X∗

t are given. Also,

define

F(Ht, Nt, wt, t)

≡ (1 − η)ρ
∂
(wt, t)

∂t
− ∂(Ht/N

∗
t )

∂t

≡ F1(wt, t) + F2(Ht, Nt, wt, t) (A.21)

and note that

F1(wt, t)

= −(1 − η)ρ
(wt, t)(1 − 
(wt, t))

×
(

exp(−g(η, R)(Tr − t))

G(t, Tr)
+ g(1, R)

)
(A.22)

F2(Ht, Nt, wt, t) = Ht

N∗
t

(
1 − Ht

N∗
t

)

× exp(−(r − µw + σwθ)(Tr − t))

A(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ)
.

(A.23)

The optimal portfolio is age-dependent. Age-
dependence enters through human capital and
through the fraction of accumulation wealth to
total wealth:
∂(π∗

t /N
∗
t )

∂ta
= ∂(π∗

t /N
∗
t )

∂t

= ∂(πw
t /N∗

t )

∂t
− ∂(πH

t /N∗
t )

∂t

= F(Ht, Nt, wt, t)σ
−2σσw (A.24)

∂(π∗
t /X∗

t )

∂ta
= ∂(π∗

t /X∗
t )

∂t

= ∂(πm
t /X∗

t )

∂t
+ ∂(πw

t /X∗
t )

∂t

− ∂(πH
t /X∗

t )

∂t

= ∂(Ht/X∗
t )

∂t

(
1

R
σ−1θ + (1 − η)

× ρ
(wt, t)σ
−1σw − σ−2σσw

)

+ N∗
t

X∗
t

(1 − η)ρ
∂
(wt, t)

∂t
σ−1σw,

(A.25)

where the derivative ∂(Ht/X∗
t )/∂t is as given in

(A.19).

(i) The fraction of total wealth in equities
increases (resp. decreases) with age if
F(Ht, Nt, wt, t) and the covariance between
returns and wages have the same (resp.
opposite) signs:

∂(π∗
t /N

∗
t )

∂ta
� 0

⇔ F(Ht, Nt, wt, t)σ
−2σσw � 0.

(A.26)
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(ii) The relation between the fraction of financial wealth in equities and age is determined by

∂(π∗
t /X∗

t )

∂ta
� 0

⇔ ∂(Ht/X∗
t )

∂t

(
1

R
σ−1θ + (1 − η)ρ
(wt, t)σ

−1σw − σ−2σσw

)
+ N∗

t

X∗
t

F1(wt, t)σ
−1σw � 0

⇔ N∗
t

X∗
t

F(Ht, Nt, wt, t)σ
−2σσw − π∗

t

N∗
t

Ht

X∗
t

exp(−(r − µw + σwθ)(Tr − t))

A(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ)
� 0. (A.27)

Proof of Corollary 3. To obtain the expressions for F(Ht, Nt, wt, t) and its components, note that

∂G(t, Tr)

∂t
= − exp(−g(η, R)(Tr − t))

∂
(wt, t)

∂t
= w

(1−η)ρ
t f(η)G(t, Tr)φ

1/R exp(−g(1, R)(Tr − t))G0(Tr, T )

(w
(1−η)ρ
t f(η)G(t, Tr) + φ1/R exp(−g(1, R)(Tr − t))G0(Tr, T ))2

× (∂ log G(t, Tr) − g(1, R))

= − 
(wt, t)(1 − 
(wt, t))

(
exp(−g(η, R)(Tr − t))

G(t, Tr)
+ g(1, R)

)
< 0

and

F1(wt, t) = (1 − η)ρ
∂
(wt, t)

∂t

= −(1 − η)ρ
(wt, t)(1 − 
(wt, t))

×
(

exp(−g(η, R)(Tr − t))

G(t, Tr)
+ g(1, R)

)
F2(Ht, Nt, wt, t)

= −∂(Ht/N
∗
t )

∂t

= Ht

N∗
t

(
1 − Ht

N∗
t

)

× exp(−(r − µw + σwθ)(Tr − t))

A(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ)
.

The relations (A.24) and (A.25) follow from the
decomposition of the portfolio in the model with
two phases and the definition of F(Ht, Nt, wt, t).
The condition (A.26) is obtained from (A.24). The

first line of (A.20) uses (A.25) and the definition
of F1(wt, t). The second line is based on (A.26)
and

∂(Ht/X∗
t )

∂t

= −Ht

X∗
t

exp(−(r − µw + σwθ)(Tr − t))

A(t, Tr; r − µw + σwθ)
.

This completes the proof.

The following proposition identifies the optimal
pension plan.

Proposition 2. The optimal pension plan is a
contingent claim producing the cash flow c∗

t =
N∗

t /G0(t, T ) during retirement. The value of the
plan prior to retirement is

N∗
rt =

(
y∗ξt

at

)−1/R

φ1/R exp(−g(1, R)(Tr − t))

× G0(Tr, T ). (A.28)
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The plan is engineered by investing N∗
r0 =

(y∗/a0)
−1/Rφ1/R exp(−g(1, R)Tr)G0(Tr, T ) at

the initial date in the mean–variance portfolio
π∗

rt/N
∗
rt = πm

rt /N
∗
rt = (1/R)(σ′

t )
−1θt .

The final result provides confidence bands for the
wealth components.

Proposition 3. Assume (1 − η)ρσw + 1
R
θ > 0

and define

Z±
t (α; η) ≡

(
(1 − η)ρ

(
µw − 1

2
(σw)2

)

+ 1

R

(
r + 1

2
θ2
))

t

± N−1
(

1 − 1

2
α

)

×
(

(1 − η)ρσw + 1

R
θ

)√
t,

where N(·) is the cumulative standard normal
distribution. The α-confidence intervals for N∗

at

and N∗
rt are [za

l (α), za
u(α)] and [zr

l (α), zr
u(α)]

with

za
u(α) =

(
y∗

at

)−1/R

G(Tr ∧ t, Tr)f(η)

× exp(Z+
t (α; η))

za
l (α) =

(
y∗

at

)−1/R

G(Tr ∧ t, Tr)f(η)

× exp(Z−
t (α; η))

zr
u(α) =

(
y∗

at

)−1/R

φ1/R

× exp(−g(1, R)(Tr − Tr ∧ t))

× G0(Tr ∨ t, T ) exp(Z+
t (α; 1))

zr
l (α) =

(
y∗

at

)−1/R

φ1/R

× exp(−g(1, R)(Tr − Tr ∧ t))

× G0(Tr ∨ t, T ) exp(Z−
t (α; 1)).

Confidence intervals for other endogenous vari-
ables can be derived using the same procedure
as for the wealth components. Endogenous vari-
ables are transformations of a Brownian motion
and confidence intervals can be calculated from
those for Gaussian variates.

Proof of Proposition 3. Let g1 ≡ (1−η)ρ(µw−
1
2(σw)2)+(1/R)(r+ 1

2θ2), g2 ≡ (1−η)ρσw+θ/R

and g3 ≡ (1/R)(r + 1
2θ2). Using

log(ξ
−1/R
t w

(1−η)ρ
t ) = g1t + g2Wt,

log(ξ
−1/R
t ) = g3t + 1

R
θWt

E[log(ξ
−1/R
t )] = g3t,

E[log(ξ
−1/R
t w

(1−η)ρ
t )] = g1t

gives

E[log(N∗
at)]

= log

((
y∗

at

)−1/R

G(Tr ∧ t, Tr)f(η)

)
+ g1t

E[log(N∗
rt)]

= log

((
y∗

at

)−1/R

φ1/R exp(−g(1, R)

× (Tr − Tr ∧ t))G0(Tr ∨ t, T )

)
+ g3t

std(log(N∗
at)) = g2

√
t,

std(log(N∗
rt)) = 1

R
θ
√

t
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and

log(N∗
at) − E[log(N∗

at)]
std(log(N∗

at))
= Wt√

t
,

log(N∗
rt) − E[log(N∗

rt)]
std(log(N∗

rt))
= Wt√

t
.

To find confidence intervals, note that

α

2
= P(N∗

at ≥ za
u(α))

= P(log(N∗
at) ≥ log(za

u(α)))

= P

(
log(N∗

at) − E[log(N∗
at)]

std(log(N∗
at))

≥ z(α)

)

= P

(
Wt√

t
≥ z(α)

)
= 1 − N(z(α)).

α

2
= P(N∗

at ≤ za
l (α))

= P(log(N∗
at) ≤ log(za

l (α)))

= P

(
log(N∗

at) − E[log(N∗
at)]

std(log(N∗
at))

≤ −z(α)

)

= P

(
Wt√

t
≤ −z(α)

)
= N(−z(α))

giving z(α) = N−1(1 − 1
2α) and

za
u(α) = exp(E[log(N∗

at)] + z(α)std(log(N∗
at)))

=
(

y∗

at

)−1/R

G(Tr ∧ t, Tr)f(η)

× exp

(
g1t + N−1

(
1 − 1

2
α

)
g2

√
t

)

za
l (α) = exp(E[log(N∗

at)] − z(α)std(log(N∗
at)))

=
(

y∗

at

)−1/R

G(Tr ∧ t, Tr)f(η)

× exp

(
g1t − N−1

(
1 − 1

2
α

)
g2

√
t

)
.

Likewise,

zr
u(α) = exp(E[log(N∗

rt)] + z(α)std(log(N∗
rt)))

=
(

y∗

at

)−1/R

φ1/R

× exp(−g(1, R)(Tr − Tr ∧ t))

× G0(Tr ∨ t, T ) exp(g3t)

× exp

(
N−1

(
1 − 1

2
α

)
1

R
θ
√

t

)
zr
l (α) = exp(E[log(N∗

rt)] − z(α)std(log(N∗
rt)))

=
(

y∗

at

)−1/R

φ1/R

× exp(−g(1, R)(Tr − Tr ∧ t))

× G0(Tr ∨ t, T ) exp(g3t)

× exp

(
−N−1

(
1 − 1

2
α

)
1

R
θ
√

t

)
.

This completes the proof of the proposition.

The next corollary describes the effects of risk
aversion on the confidence bands.

Corollary 4. The impact of relative risk aver-
sion on the confidence bands [za

l (α), za
u(α)]

and [zr
l (α), zr

u(α)] for the wealth components is
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given by

∂za
u(α)/∂R

za
u(α)

= ∂Z+
t (α; η)

∂R
+ Ka,

∂za
l (α)/∂R

za
l (α)

= ∂Z−
t (α; η)

∂R
+ Ka

∂zr
u(α)/∂R

zr
u(α)

= ∂Z+
t (α; 1)

∂R
+ Kr,

∂zr
l (α)/∂R

zr
l (α)

= ∂Z−
t (α; 1)

∂R
+ Kr,

where

Ka = ∂ log G(Tr ∧ t, Tr)

∂R
+ ∂f(η)

∂R
− 1

R

∂ log y∗

∂R
+ 1

R2
log

(
y∗

at

)

Kr = ∂ log G0(Tr ∨ t, T )

∂R
+ ∂f(η)

∂R
− 1

R

∂ log y∗

∂R
+ 1

R2
log

(
y∗

at

)
− ∂g(1, R)(Tr − Tr ∧ t)

∂R

∂Z±
t (α; η)

∂R
≡ 1

R2

[(
(1 − η)

(
µw − 1

2
(σw)2

)
−
(

r + 1

2
θ2
))

t ± N−1
(

1 − 1

2
α

)
((1 − η)σw − θ)

√
t

]
∂Z±

t (α; 1)

∂R
≡ 1

R2

[
−
(

r + 1

2
θ2
)

t ± N−1
(

1 − 1

2
α

)
(−θ)

√
t

]
∂G(t, Tr)

∂R
=
[
−G(t, Tr)

1

g(η,R)
+ exp(−g(η, R)(Tr − t))

g(η, R)
(Tr − t)

]
∂g(η, R)

∂R

∂G0(t, T )

∂R
=
[
−G0(t, Tr)

1

g(1, R)
+ exp(−g(1, R)(Tr − t))

g(1, R)
(Tr − t)

]
∂g(1, R)

∂R

∂f(η)

∂R
= − 1 − η

R2
f(η) log

(
1 − η

η

)
∂g(η, R)

∂R
≡ − 1

R2

[
β −

(
r + 1

2
θ2
)

+ (1 − η)

(
µw − 1

2
(σw)2

)
+ ρ(θ − (1 − η)σw)2

]
∂g(1, R)

∂R
≡ − 1

R2

[
β −

(
r + 1

2
θ2
)

+ ρθ2
]

and the budget multiplier derivative is

∂(y∗)−1/R

∂R
= − ((y∗)−1/R)2

x + H0

((
1 − η

R2
+ ∂G(0, Tr)/∂R

G(0, Tr)
+ ∂f(η)/∂R

f(η)

)
w

(1−η)ρ
0 G(0, Tr)f(η)

+
(
− log φ

R2
− ∂g(1, R)

∂R
Tr + ∂G0(Tr, T )/∂R

G0(Tr, T )

)
× φ1/R exp(−g(1, R)Tr)G0(Tr, T )

)
.
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The difference between the relative bound
changes is

∂za
u(α)/∂R

za
u(α)

− ∂za
l (α)/∂R

za
l (α)

= 2

R2
N−1

(
1 − 1

2
α

)
((1 − η)σw − θ)

√
t

∂zr
u(α)/∂R

zr
u(α)

− ∂zr
l (α)/∂R

zr
l (α)

= 2

R2
N−1

(
1 − 1

2
α

)
(−θ)

√
t.

Assume the market price of equity risk is pos-
itive (θ > 0). The difference is then negative
during retirement. It is positive (resp. negative)
during the active phase if (1 − η)σw > θ

(resp. (1 − η)σw < θ). As risk aversion goes
to infinity the width of the confidence intervals
converges to

za
u(α) − za

l (α) → Y(∞)G(Tr ∧ t, Tr; ∞)

× f(η; ∞)(exp(Z+
t (α; η, ∞))

− exp(Z−
t (α; η, ∞)))

zr
u(α) − zr

l (α) → 0

where the limiting values Y(∞),G(t, Tr; ∞),

f(η; ∞), Z+(α; η, ∞), and Z−(α; η, ∞) are
defined in the proof below.

Proof of Corollary 4. The computation of
the derivatives with respect to risk aversion is
straightforward. To show the limiting behavior of
the confidence bounds note that

(y∗)−1/R = x + H0

w
(1−η)ρ
0 G(0, Tr)f(η) + φ1/R exp(−g(1, R)Tr)G0(Tr, T )

converges to

(y∗)−1/R → x + H0

w
1−η
0 G(0, Tr; ∞)f(η; ∞) + exp(−g(1, ∞)Tr)G0(Tr, T ; ∞)

≡ Y(∞),

where

g(η, ∞) = r + 1

2
θ2 − (1 − η)

×
(
µw − 1

2
(σw)2

)
− 1

2
(θ − (1 − η)σw)2

= r − (1 − η)

(
µw − 1

2
η(σw)2

)
+ θ(1 − η)σw

G(0, Tr) → 1 − exp(−g(η, ∞)Tr)

g(η, ∞)

≡ G(0, Tr; ∞)

G0(Tr, T ) → 1 − exp(−g(1, ∞)(T − Tr))

g(1, ∞)

≡ G0(Tr, T ; ∞)

f(η) →
(

1 − η

η

)−(1−η) 1

η

≡ f(η; ∞).

Using g(1, ∞) = r and

Z±
t (α; η) → (1 − η)

(
µw − 1

2
(σw)2

)
t

± N−1
(

1 − 1

2
α

)
(1 − η)σw

√
t

≡ Z±(α; η, ∞)

Z±
t (α; 1) → 0
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it follows that

za
u(α) → Y(∞)G(Tr ∧ t, Tr; ∞)f(η; ∞) exp(Z+

t (α; η, ∞))

za
l (α) → Y(∞)G(Tr ∧ t, Tr; ∞)f(η; ∞) exp(Z−

t (α; η, ∞))

zr
u(α) → Y(∞) exp(−r(Tr − Tr ∧ t))G0(Tr ∨ t, T ; ∞)

zr
l (α) → Y(∞) exp(−r(Tr − Tr ∧ t))G0(Tr ∨ t, T ; ∞)

and the width of the confidence bands becomes za
u(α) − za

l (α) → Y(∞)G(t, Tr; ∞)f(η; ∞)

(exp(Z+
t (α; η, ∞)) − exp(Z−

t (α; η, ∞))) and zr
u(α) − zr

l (α) → 0. This completes the proof.

Proposition 4. For s ≥ t, let P(t, s) ≡ exp(− ∫ s

t
λ(v)dv) be the conditional survival probability at

time t(i.e., the conditional probability at time t of surviving past time s, s ≥ t). Conditional on survival,
optimal consumption and leisure (c∗

t , l
∗
t ) are given by (A.1) and (A.2) where


(wt, t) = w
(1−η)ρ
t f(η)G(t, Tr)

w
(1−η)ρ
t f(η)G(t, Tr) + φ1/R exp(−g(1, R)(Tr − t))P(t, Tr)G0(Tr, T )

(A.29)

G(t, Tr) ≡
∫ Tr

t

exp(−g(η, R)(s − t))P(t, s)ds (A.30)

G0(t, T ) ≡
∫ T

t

exp(−g(1, R)(s − t))P(t, s)ds (A.31)

with f(η) and g(η,R) as in Proposition 1. Total wealth N∗
t and accumulation wealth N∗

at are given by
(A.8) and (A.9) with G(t, Tr) as in (A.30). Retirement wealth is

N∗
rt =

(
y∗ξt

at

)−1/R

φ1/R exp

(
−
∫ Tr

Tr∧t

g(1, R, v)dv

)
P(Tr ∧ t, Tr)G0(Tr ∨ t, T ) (A.32)

with G0(Tr ∨ t, T ) as in (A.31). The endogenous budget multiplier is

y∗ =
 x + w0h

(∫ Tr

0 exp(−(r − µw + σwθ)(s − t))P(0, s)ds
)

w
(1−η)ρ
0 G(0, Tr)f(η) + φ1/R exp(−g(1, R)Tr)P(0, Tr)G0(Tr, T )

−R

. (A.33)

The optimal portfolio and its components are given by the formulas in Proposition 1. In the event of
death, {Nt ≥ 1}, consumption and leisure are null.

Proof of Proposition 4. The household maximizes

E

[∫ Tr

0
asu

a(cs, ls)1{Ns=0}ds + φ

∫ T

Tr

asu
r(cs, h)1{Ns=0}ds

]
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subject to

x + H0 = E

[∫ Tr

0
ξs(cs + lsws)1{Ns=0}ds

]

+ E

[∫ T

Tr

ξscs1{Ns=0}ds

]

H0 = hE

[∫ Tr

0
ξsws1{Ns=0}ds

]
.

It can be shown that this optimization problem is
equivalent to

E

[∫ Tr

0
asu

a(cs, ls)P(0, s)ds

+ φ

∫ T

Tr

asu
r(cs, h)P(0, s)ds

]
subject to

x + H0 = E

[∫ Tr

0
ξs(cs + lsws)P(0, s)ds

]

+ E

[∫ T

Tr

ξscsP(0, s)ds

]

H0 = hE

[∫ Tr

0
ξswsP(0, s)ds

]
,

where P(0, s) = exp(− ∫ s

0 λ(v)dv) is the prob-
ability of survival to time s. In turn, this
is equivalent to a model with modified time-
dependent subjective discounting rate and interest
rate given by β̂(t) ≡ β +λ(t) and r̂(t) ≡ r +λ(t).

The optimal solution is obtained by following the
steps in Bodie et al. (2009), using this modified
formulation. To retrieve the wealth process and
its components, it is useful to note that the ratio
ξ/a is not affected by the survival probability
and the intensity of death arrival. The endoge-
nous multiplier (A.33) is obtained by substituting
optimal policies in the static budget constraint,
using the formulas for the wealth components

and

Ht = hEt

[∫ Tr

t

ξt,swsP(t, s)ds

]

= wth

(∫ Tr

t

exp(−(r − µw

+ σwθ)(s − t))P(t, s)ds

)
for human capital, all evaluated at t = 0 and
solving for y∗.

Notes

1 Total wealth is financial wealth plus human capital. It is
possible for the fraction of total wealth to increase with
age at the same time as the fraction of financial wealth
decreases.

2 The notion of nonretirement wealth (NRW ) is also
sometimes employed. NRW is defined as the differ-
ence between financial wealth and retirement wealth.
Accumulation wealth is the difference between total
wealth and retirement wealth. It can also be expressed
as the sum of human capital and NRW. For example,
if human capital is Ht = 2, 000, 000, financial wealth is
Xt = 500, 000, and retirement wealth is N∗

rt = 400, 000,
then nonretirement wealth equals NRWt = 100, 000
and accumulation wealth amounts to N∗

at = 2, 100, 000.
Accumulation wealth is N∗

t − N∗
rt = 2, 500, 000 −

400, 000. It also equals Ht + NRWt = 2, 000, 000 +
100, 000.

3 Strategies involving leverage at a young age are advo-
cated in Ayres and Nalebuff (2010). The analysis
above shows that high leverage is optimal in the one-
phase model studied here. As shown in Section 4.2,
the same holds true in the presence of a retirement
period.

4 Optimal pension plans can be manufactured by finan-
cial intermediaries seeking to fill the retirement needs
of households. The analysis in this section identifies the
optimal plans and discusses their properties.

5 Milevsky and Robinson (2005) stress the importance
of taking mortality risk into account for sound asset
allocation in a life cycle model.

6 An early study taking unspanned labor income into
account is Viceira (2001).
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